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The importance of Central Asia region in energy market creates certain approach
of Russian Federation. It influences not only situation in the region but also short and
long term prospects of economic development of adjacent regions, i.e. North, East
and South Asia, the Middle East and Europe. Russian economic policy determines
and defines certain forms of international cooperation, which, in turn, results in its
importance for international political relations. The article points out the essence of
Russian Federation policy towards Central Asia and adjacent regions which consists
in conducting geo-economic activities determining geo-political activities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
natural energy resources puts questions
concerning its policy, especially in
On the back of windfall revenues Central Asia. Policy which implicates
from oil and gas exports, Russia has not only energy markets but economic
transformed itself from a defunct security of the different countries from
military superpower into a new energy distant part of the world. Will this position
superpower. Passing from the cold war allow Russia to uphold significant impact
geopolitics to actual geo-economics of development and wellbeing of Central
during Vladimir Putin leadership has Asia countries? How Russian Federation
been a constant factor in international will use vast natural resources to rebuild
politics in Central Asia. As states who its status and prestige not only in this part
possess the largest known natural gas of the world but also in other regions?
reserves of any state on earth, along Will the outgoing effect of Russian
with the second largest coal reserves, Federation approach to Central Asia
and the eighth largest oil reserves, the serve to “obtain” its “area of influence”
world fourth largest electricity producer, in this part of the world as an effect of
Russia is the world’s leading net energy its policy? Are those questions only an
exporter and a major supplier to the imagination from the past?
most developed areas of the world. Due
The essence of Russian policy
to that reason it defines activities not towards Central Asia and adjacent
only in the international economic and regions consists in conducting geopolitical relations but has significant economic activities determining geoimpact on the energy markets, producers political activities. They are subordinated
and consumers of vast natural resources, to the Russian Federation’s tendencies to
natural gas and crude oil.
rebuild the importance and influence that
Having natural energy resources the Soviet Union once had. The multi
Russia influences markets and economic power policy with the Russian significant
growth in parts of the most developed role of shaping international relations
world. This crucial position of Russian remains one of the top priorities enhanced
Federation (R.F.) in the respect of by Vladimir Putin [1]. Therefore, the
the one of the largest supplier of the methods of cooperation, competition

and confrontation used by the Russian
diplomacy towards the countries in this
region and also to entities from outside
such as the European Union serve that
purpose. The considerations in this article
focus on problems concerning the essence
of Russian energy policy and forms of its
pursuing towards Central Asia.
2. POLITICAL OUTLINE
Russia’s activities in the energy
sector result from a planned government
policy aiming at increasing its
importance on the international arena
The effect of these activities is shown in
the document “The Russian Federation’s
Energy Strategy up to 2030” which was
commissioned for the Ministry of Power
and Industry of the Russian Federation
by the most important Russian research
centers that deal with power industry [2].
This document stipulates the extension
and upgrading of Russian economy due
to the use of energy sources. The energy
sector is treated as a driving force for
Russian civilizational progress, as well
as a tool of international policy. It makes
a vital determinant of the Russian way
of thinking relating to the future of the
Russian Federation.
The following elements in Russian
Federation politics are crucial: the reform
of the energy sector, strengthening
Russian export, ensuring the economic
security of the state, upholding and
reform of social structures and –
generally - up keeping steady progress
in political reforms of state and its
armed forces. One of patterns of politics,
which serves the idea “great Russia”, is
gaining influence on international energy
resources’ markets (the prices of gas and
crude oil are an important external factor
influencing the Russian Federation
economy in the 2030 perspective). This
creates a certain political imperative
resulting from Russian mentality and
attitude to social reality. This imperative
is expressed in the Russian Federation’s
tendency to:
• gaining by Russia a decisive or
full control of energy resources’
supplies to neighboring Central
Asia countries;

•

taking over a substantial part of
shares or full control of energy
distributors in Central Asia
neighboring countries;
• decisive or complete dependence of
Central Asia neighboring countries
on Russian economic policy and as
well energy factor.
On this background, the main aim of
the Russian Federation seems to be:
• diversify the energy resources’
transport trails from Central Asia
to gain maximum level of oil and
gas which will prevent seeking for
its alternatives in extracting and as
well production and transport;
• decrease dependence of Central Asia
states on Russian transit routes.
As a consequence, the essence
of Russian policy towards Central
Asia and adjacent regions consists in
conducting geo-economic activities
determining geo-political activities.
These activities are subordinated to
the Russian Federation’s tendencies to
rebuild the importance and influence [3].
Methods of cooperation, competition
and confrontation used by the Russian
diplomacy towards the countries in this
region serve that purpose. Experiences of
economic integration in the Central Asia
region until now point to the principally
political motives of the agreement which
Moscow has lobbied for.
Instead of the Red Army, the
penetrating forces of Moscow’s power
in Central Asia are now its exports of
natural gas, crude oil, electricity, as well
cultural products and consumer goods.
Because the recent developments in the oil
and gas sectors are seen in these political
rather than economic terms, the easy
conclusion is drawn that it will all end in
tears, since it is readily assumed that only
Russian or mixed Russian - local oil and
gas companies can deliver, and to do this
only they are to able to buy up reserves.
Rather than keep berating Russia for its
approach to the energy sector, it might be
better to recognize that below the ugly
politics lays a deeper rationale.
An essential element showing the
condition of the Russian energy sector
is, according to “The Strategy … 2030”,
the natural gas production forecast

of 73–80 billion cubic meters per year in
East Siberia and the Far East (however,
there is not a forecast of natural gas
export into Asia and Pacific region,
which according to the document
in force is to reach 80 billion cubic
meters, Transneft is currently building
a pipeline from Eastern Siberia to the
Pacific. Its opening is planned in 20152017). Nonetheless, this document does
not assume considering two topics:
activating new gas fields in East Siberia
and Russian Far East and Russian energy
expansion into North and South-Eastern
Asia [4]. Only the project to build a gas
pipeline Altai to China was included
as an infrastructure priority. In fact,
this state may result from uncertainty
concerning developing new areas of
excavation and strengthening Russia’s
position in the region of Asia and Pacific
as it refers to the economic development
of remote regions and directly the
Russian Federation’s territorial integrity.
A crucial determinant of Russian
energy policy worth mentioning is the
Russian Federation’s current uncertainty
concerning prospects of excavating
and distributing energy resources from
Central Asia to the most developed
economic actors of the planet: European
Union and China. In response to these
countries’ investments and activities,
the R.F. has undertaken a diplomatic
offensive aiming at Central Asian states’
withdrawal from their own undertakings
(i.e. without Russia’s participation).
This kind of situation we may find in
financial conditions offered by Russian
energy businesses to Azerbaijani and
Turkmenistani producers. Comparing to
the beginning of the early 1990s, such
as state oil companies KazMunaiGaz of
Kazakhstan and SOCAR of Azerbaijan,
which plan to expand their business
operations within and beyond their own
borders, are not accepted. Created by
R.F conditions serves to induce them to
withdraw from their energy policy that
they have been carrying out in recent years.
If it happens, the Russian Federation will
fulfill its energy policy on the post Soviet
areas and will remain the only liquid fuels
producer and supplier [5]. If it fails, the
whole of political enterprises based on

geo-economic may bring about fewer
benefits than expected.
3. FORMS OF RUSSIAN ENERGY
POLICY TOWARDS
CENTRAL ASIA
According to the assumption that
conditions to overcome internal threats
to Russia as a producer must be ensured,
Russia’s transformation into European
and Asian natural gas hub as well oil
supplier. Russian Federation gas and oil
companies are tasked to use optimally its
own infrastructure in order to controlling
transport and transit streams from
Central Asia. Gasprom, Rosnieft, Lukoil
insists on long-term contracts and rejects
any attempt to open up its pipelines to
third parties out from the region. That
is why the European Union’s European
Commission is getting nowhere in its
negotiations with Russia. This kind
of asymmetry in economic relations
provides Russia with a certain amount
of leverage in the short run. As the past
has shown, however, attempts to exploit
this asymmetry have not caused major
policy change in the affected countries.
A strong limitation for Russia to make
use of the asymmetry lies in the fact that
many smaller purchasers are at the same
time producers and transit countries.
Gazprom, Lukoil and Rosnieft play
a vital role in this policy of the Russian
Federation. Although each of them
pursues a different development strategy,
their activities are complementing and
strengthening. Assessing the current
situations, one can conclude that although
the synergy effect is not visible yet, but
its reaching seems to be coming fast. The
reason for such policy can be defined in
context of Russian Policy out of Central
Asia. It seemed, that Russian Federation
is putting much more emphasize on
European Union energy market than
on Chinese but enhancing abilities of
RF companies can change this [6]. It
also follows from the political situation.
Namely, the pivot is considered to be an
indirect cause of the Russian-Chinese
economic convergence, and especially
the “gas contract of the century”
concluded in the spring of 2014 which

will remain for thirty years. Preceded
it, approved in February 2013 version
of Russian Federation Foreign Policy
Concept. It announced a shift towards
Asia. Ukrainian crisis and forming
his consistency Western economic
sanctions against Russia are just a
catalyst decisions that have to be made
much earlier. President of the Presidium
Council, Foreign and Defense Policy
- the influential think-tank committed
to developing strategic concepts at the
request of the Presidential Administration
of Russia – Fyodor Lukyanov, expressed
option that searching for new alternative
political solutions for close cooperation
with the Western world was considered
much earlier, sprung up before the first
symptoms of the crisis in relations
between Russia and the West. Two
options were analyzed: first one, take
the efforts that Russia could become
an independent pole of attraction and,
the second one, engage in cooperation
with other centers of a multipolar world.
Since the possibility of forming an
independent “second pole” remained
and remain limited (despite the fact
that Russia’s influence on the postSoviet area are still significant), was
taken realization of the second variant:
cooperation [7]. The choice of a partner
for cooperation fell on China. The lack
of trust and long-standing disputes
(ideological , boundary), which divided
the two countries went to plan further
in the face of the need for joint counter
the strength of the United states, which
occurs in Asia.
Announcing more explicit American
presence in Asia was the direct cause for
which both Russia and China have begun
to pay more attention to the activity on
the forum of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization. If SCO accede to India,
Pakistan and Iran, internal negotiation
process within the organization
considerably more complicated, and
variants of the coalition would be
much more than now. First of all - the
position would have been noticeable
marginalization of post-Soviet Central
Asian states, particularly Kazakhstan,
whose president demonstrates the
ambition of creating the center of supra-

regional influence. This situation relays
on question of competitors against
Russian domination in energy sector and
as well economy.

Figure 1. Central Asia pipeline connections
Source: Presentation of Ambassador Richard Jones,
Deputy Executive Director, International Energy
Agency, The Politics of Central Asian and Caspian
Energy, Chatham House, 23-24 February 2010.

4. MEANING OF CENTRAL ASIA
IN THE SECURITY CONTEXT
Security meaning of Central Asia
relays on significant issue of progress
and development of countries out of
area and placed in adhere regions. This
is very strong combined with means
of policy, especially in economics in
international organizations [8]. One
of the leading issues for Central Asia
countries is access to the world markets.
Vast natural resources being placed in
this region gives opportunities to create
different types of economic cooperation
on ground of political agreements and
infrastructure.
In the 21st century reliable sources
of energy has became one of the crucial
global security issues of the. Particularly
in context of modern economies depend.
The present meaning of the countries
from Central Asia can be described
by their participation in oil and gas
production. Their influence on energy
markets stay groves since dissolution
of Soviet Union. Particular in the crude
oil and natural gas production Central
Asia countries has demonstrated that
are a serious player.

Table 1. Crude oil and natural gas production
Source: The World Factbook 2011

Rank

Country

Raw material

Crude oil – production
(million bbl/day), 2011 est.
1

Kazakstan

1.635 bbl/day

2

Kyrgystan

1,000 bbl/day

3

Azerbejdan

987,000 bbl/day

4

Turkmenistan 222,200 bbl/day

5

Tajikistan

215 bbl/day

Uzbekistan

104,400 bbl/day

6

Natural Gas Production (in m3)
(T), 2009 est.
1

Uzbekistan

61,410,000,000

2

Turkmenistan 38,100,000,000

3

Kazakhstan

35,610,000,000

4

Azerbaijan

16,520,000,000

5

Tajikistan

38,000,000

6

Kyrgyzstan

15,400,000

Economic security of the World and
its dependence on Central Asia allow
to better understand the well-being
dilemmas of survival and prosperity
in today’s more complex world. The
present situation in fact excludes
countries from Central Asia from open
access to the global market. This is due
to the historical development of Central
Asia’s economic ties during USSR
times and after the dissolution of the
Soviet Union.

Figure 2. Potential Access to Major World Markets
Source: World Development Report 2009

At present three players focus on
Central Asia, Russian Federation, China,
and European Union. Each of them has
different types of interests and approach
towards the region.
In Russian Federation view, effect
of policies of other countries in Central
Asia harms Russia’s vital interests.
Mainly trough changing its position in
the gas sector and crude oil sector though
setting rules of infrastructure operator
(operator of oil and gas pipelines and
depots); transparency, as well as equal
access to information in accordance with
international financial standards and
practices; set tariffs and enabling access
to the oil and gas networks according to
international standards.
Till now China has proposed a new
concept of energy security for Central
Asia countries. It is based on win
-win cooperation, diversified supply
and coordinated protection of energy.
China endorses regional dialogues and
cooperation and has played a constructive
role in regional mechanisms, including
economic one with countries from the
Central Asia region [9]. The energy
exploration and use; research and
development and promotion of new
technologies and maintenance of a
positive political climate for energy
security creates long-term basis for
international community activeness
dedicated to countries from and out of
the Central Asia region [10].
In case of European Union and
Central Asia countries the economic
relations relaying on energy ties are more
complicated. The result of the Russian
Federation’s multidimensional and
complex energy policy in the Central Asia
region is to achieve a privileged position
of a supplier and supervisor of energy
power resources to countries located on
the European continent, most of all to the
European Union. This enables Russian
Federation’s permanent influence on
the EU economic development and
its finances. Due to this, the economic
and financial goals naturally match the
political ones creating the possibility to
gain permanent influence to subordinate
European Union’s countries’ interests to
the Russian ones.

Here must be stressed the codependency of Russian activities and
the ways of conducting them. Gaining
influence is accompanied by promoting
the bilateral cooperation with Russia. It
is vital in case of political elites, first of
all of the Western European countries,
and political ones. Consequently, in
the context of Russian energy power
businesses, Gazprom in particular, the
breaking through year was 2006 when,
in fact, the European Union’s principles
in force on 1st July 2007 limiting
monopolistic practices were discredited.
The participation of Gazprom in the
European gas sector, i.e. transport,
distribution and trade deepens the
European Commission’s difficulties
with enforcing the European Union’s
law on this market. On this background,
the principles of cooperation taking into
account in their formula an equal access
of one party to the energy market of the
second party which were included in
the document called the Energy Charter
were also discredited [11]. It must be
underlined here that this document
contradicts the principles of the Russian
energy power policy due to the fact that
in the practical dimension it stipulates,
among others, the abolition of Gazprom
monopoly on natural gas deliveries from
Russia and Central Asia. Similarly, the
Russian Federation’s activities question
the European Union’s energy security
strategy [12].
For Russia, playing a leading role of
liquid fluids’ supplier to the European
Union’s countries creates a certain
political imperative which results from
Russian mentality and approach to social
reality. This imperative is expressed in
the Russian Federation’s tendency to
achieve a decisive or full control of
energy power resources’ supplies to
the European Union and consequently,
taking over a substantial part of shares
or full control of energy distributors
in the European Union’s countries
and, moreover, a decisive or complete
dependence of the European Union
on the Russian energy factor. This
indirect may be confirmed by Vladimir
Putin issues a decree ‘in defense’ of
Gazprom [13].

5. CONCLUSIONS
Changes taking place in regional and
global politics have a substantial impact
on the significance of Central Asia. The
evolution of Russian aspirations in the
international arena and reorientation
(pivot) for Asia and the Pacific has
become more clearly visible during the
conflict Ukrainian. The pace of change
may indicate the official position regularly
occurring transformation objectives and
priorities of Russian diplomacy [14],
especially regarding the international
market energy market. In this respect
efficient economic ties regarding energy
(mainly oil and gas) are consolidating.
The Central Asia area plays a great role
in the international oil and gas market. It
should be underlined that the Eurasian
market, raw materials coming from the
Central Asia area, creates for the moment
the major alternative to oil produced by
OPEC countries. In this context Russian
Federation energy policy keeping a
strong position in this market remains a
priority. A different political relationship
between Russian Federation and Central
Asia Countries, as well countries from
the most developed regions of the world
affect the importing and exporting
nations and their placement on economics
relation gravity map.
Russian thinking based on the
traditional definition of its historical
meaning creates certain implication for
Central Asia, region which connects
the world’s most powerful economies,
no matter we refer those which border
with Central Asia countries or those
being out of the region. Alliances and
joint memberships in international
organizations promote international
commerce but relationship between
the nexus of international conflict
and cooperation, and trade is perhaps
even more complicated. Their impact
on Russian international commerce
was and is neither immediately nor
directly apparent. The specific area
of cooperation in context of energy
policy creates economically, financially,
technologically and politically needs of
Russian Federation based on its concerns.

It seems that Russia believes that
the new world order will be shaped by
a progressive shift in the distribution
of power in favor of non-Western
states and that this will bring with it
increasing competition over access to
raw materials, especially crude oil and
natural gas. Taking into consideration
fact that Russian political elite
proceeds on its understanding that the
international security order should be

negotiated on the basis of the national
interests of the leading world powers
it can be estimated that countries with
similar patterns of bilateral commerce
and an affinity for bilateral trade will be
close one to another. This creates basis
for international cooperation among
countries placed in Central Asia but
will affect cooperation with those from
other regions.

Table 2. Ten greatest economy’s of the World according to purchasing power parity
Source: HM Government, „Let’s choose growth.
Why we need reform to unlock Europe’s potential”, 2011

Seq.

2010

2020

2030

2050

1.

USA

China

China

China

2.

China

USA

USA

India

3.

Japan

India

India

USA

4.

India

Japan

Japan

Brazil

5.

Germany

Russian
Federation

Brazil

Japan

6.

Russian
Federation

Germany

Russian
Federation

Russian
Federation

7.

Brazil

Brazil

Germany

Mexico

8.

Great Britain

Great Britain

Mexico

Indonesia

9.

France

France

France

Germany

10.

Italy

Mexico

Great Britain

Great Britain

There may however be noted that this
situation may change with the influence
of the United States, and its energy policy.
Replacement of Russian gas supplies to
the EU market for the supply of liquefied
shale gas in the US will open new period
in relations among Central Asia states.
Furthermore, economic sanctions which
Europe and the US applied to Russia in
response to Russia’s behavior towards
Ukraine have an additional, difficult to
predict outcome: spoiled Russian gas
interests with China [15]. Despite this,
the Russian authorities are not giving
up strategic documents referred to in
FR ambitious development plans that
require huge investments [16].
There is no doubt that in the coming
years, the Central Asian states will be

forced to declare choose one of the three
options dictated to them: integration projects
promoted by Russia (Eurasian Economic
Community, the Customs Union), the
Chinese of the “New Silk Road” supported
the benefits of (financed mainly by China)
SCO, and finally a proposal to strengthen
cooperation with the United States, eager
to maintain its presence in the region after
leaving Afghanistan.
The above description shows that
the evaluation of the benefits and
losses that side would gain the alliance
between Russia and China may not be
clear. Creating a “second pole” political
attraction on a global scale, opposite
the United States would create a lot of
chances, but also the population of the
dangers, especially for Russia.
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